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Abstract

This thesis analyses current methods of ocean simulation. The two models under consideration have 
been chosen to be the Gerstner wave model and the fft-statistical model. Using various research 
such as Tessendorf (2001), Fournier and Reeves (1986), Jensen and Goliáš (2008) a conceptual 
understanding of various ideas are broken down in order to fully develop the functionality required 
in designing a computer program. This is taken forward by uncovering the underlying mathematical 
concepts coupled with both theory and oceanographic observations.
Both the fft-statistical and the Gerstner ocean model have been successfully integrated into the 3D 
application using C++ and the NCCA's NGL library and also has a dependency on the FFTW 
library in order to achieve optimized run time speeds. The fft simulation can use up to 256x256 
resolution grid at real time and up to 1024x1024 waves, all entirely run off the CPU. This thesis 
forms the foundations to create a realistic simulation, with a big scope to extend with further 
functionality relevant to oceanic phenomena.
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Chapter 1

Introduction and Motivation

Understanding the underlying physical phenomena of large bodies of water is an area of great 
interest in a number of fields such as physics, mathematics, oceanography, and with advent of visual 
effects, has also inspired a large part of computer graphics. Creating time evolving ocean animation 
and the development of efficient algorithms have numerous applications in the film and game 
industry. This thesis investigates current methods of implementing ocean waves that uncover two 
popular models: the Gerstner wave model and the statistical wave model. 

The thesis initially analyses the fundamental mathematical concepts in both models, highlighting  
the most significant ideas that led to the code design and methodology behind developing an ocean 
simulation program.

The application has been written in C++ using the NCCA's NGL library under the QT Creator 
development platform and also has an additional library dependency on the FFTW library.
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Chapter 2

Related Work

Both the Gerstner and statistical model have been outlined in “Simulating Ocean Waves” 
(Tessendorf 2001). This paper discusses a wide range of concepts from simulation to rendering 
aspects of ocean waves. Similarly “Deep Water Animation and Rendering” (Jensen and Goliáš 
2008) and “Rendering Natural Waters” (Premože & Ashikhmin 2001) covers some parts of the 
statistical representation of ocean wave animation whilst mainly focusing on rendering to achieve 
effects such as accurate reflections refraction shading models. Further literature transfers this 
implementation on to the GPU such as Mitchell (2005). 

The statistical model is considered to be a more realistic ocean model since it takes into account  
observations from oceanographic literature in combination with mathematical modelling. It uses a  
very large number of waves and special decomposition properties of the mathematical model using 
fast Fourier transformations. Achieving this model is far more complex than the Gerstner wave 
model first implemented by Fournier and Reeves (1986) in a computer graphics context. However, 
the Gerstner waves still have applications in areas such as gaming where photorealism may not be 
prime objective but efficiency may be desired. The Gerstner model can still prove to be a more 
appropriate model in some circumstances. This thesis focuses purely on the simulation side of 
oceanic animation encapsulated by the Gerstner and the statistical wave model.
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Chapter 3

The Gerstner Wave Model

3.1 Gerstner Wave Theory

One of the first models to be used in computer graphics as a means of simulating an ocean surface 
was based off Gerstner wave theory and applied by Fournier and Reeves (1986). The model is based 
off a simplified version of the Navier-Stokes equation and describes the motion of individual points 
on an ocean surface that yields an approximate solution to their position at any time of the 
simulation. The water surface generated is of the trochoid family (a generalisation of a cycloid) and 
demonstrates the ocean to move in circular motions as a wave traverses its surface. 

For a single wave passing any point on the undisturbed surface, x0 = (x0, z0 ) and y0 = 0, the 
following equations explicitly express a point's new position , x = (x,z) in the horizontal plane, and 
y in the “up” vector:

where A is the amplitude (size of a wave), k is the wavevector (the direction and magnitude of 
travelling wave) and omega is the frequency and is related to the wavevector.

Extending this idea, a number of  N such waves profiles can be generated from a set of 
wavevectors, ki, amplitudes Ai, frequencies omega_i and phases Phi_i, where 0 <= i < N.

Hence by choosing a suitable set of values for the above parameters, one can generate much more 
complex profiles. In particular, the values of the wavevector and corresponding amplitude must be 
chosen appropriately. The model predicts that a wave profile will alter its surface structure 
depending on the value of a dimensionless measure kA, (where k is the magnitude of the 
wavevector). The following figure shows the wave profile of differing wavevectors and amplitudes 
in relation the result of kA.
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Figure 1a) shows the varying Gerstner waves with differing kA (Fournier & Reeves 1986)
 (Note that the K x r is equivalent to kA in this thesis )

In figure 1a), the wave profile that results with kA = 0.7 is a seemingly standard wave that expected 
to be observed in the sea. The trough is relatively smooth while the peak is sharp. By pushing kA 
higher, the wave gets sharper at the tip until the wave intersects itself forming a loop instead of a 
peak. The threshold value is kA = 1. If kA is below this, the waves are smoother with peaked tips. If 
kA = 1, the wave profile attains its sharpest potential peak. With kA > 1, then the looping artefact 
will occur. The only overlooked variable at this point is omega which is described in the following 
section. 

3.2 Omega and the Dispersion Relation

The way in which waves animate are dependent on the conditions of the ocean. In this case, the 
dispersion of (omega) can fall in to two main categories. The first case is when the ocean waves are 
occurring in deep water and the second is when the ocean floor is significantly close to the surface 
of the water (i.e. shallow water near a shore) where the distance of the ocean floor will start having 
an effect of the wave behaviour. 

More accurately, the terms “deep” and “shallow” are determined by the distance of the sea floor in 
comparison to the wavelength of the average wave profile. If the wavelengths of the wave profiles 
are small in relation to the distance from the ocean floor then the ocean is considered “deep”, 
otherwise the shallow dispersion model should be used.

For waves in deep ocean conditions, the dispersion relation is as follows:

where g is the gravitational constant, g = 9.8ms-2. For shallow waves where the distance D is 
comparable to the ocean wave's wavelength, the following holds true:

where D is the distance of the water surface from the ocean floor (Oceanworld 2007). Note that for 
very large values of D, the tanh term converges to 1 and hence converges to the deep ocean 
dispersion relation. For the purposes of the simulation discussed in this thesis, the deep ocean 
dispersion relation will suffice and is used in both the Gerstner and the statistical ocean 
implementation.
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Chapter 4

The Statistical Wave Model and the 
Fourier Transformation

4.1 Calculating the Height Field

The alternative approach to modelling an ocean simulation is to use a statistical model to express  
the height of the ocean at any point  h(x,t) as a random variable of horizontal position and time. 
This model uses experimental observations that are in line with oceanography to create a more 
realistic model of the ocean with waves driven by wind in a particular direction and is of the form 
of a Fourier transformation.

The following equation shows the representation of the height field over the space of the horizontal 
position.

A logical deduction to be made is that although equation (7) uses complex exponentials, the model 
must ensure that the height field at any x yield real values. That is, that h(x,t) = h*(x,t) i.e. the 
complex part is zero. This will set conditions on the form that h(k,t) can take, which will eventually 
determine the simulation. As highlighted in “Numerical Recipes in C++” (Press, Teukolsky, 
Vetterling & Flannery 2002), for h(x,t) to be a real function, h*(k,t) = h(-k,t). 

Similar to the Gerstner representation, k are wavevectors that represent the direction of traversing 
wave. Differing from the Gerstner wave model however are the methods of choosing the set of 
wavevectors. The set of k are chosen in a specific way depending on the number of waves chosen in 
their simulation. The values that are assigned to k are chosen in the following way.

Where n and m are integer values in the range

The h(k,t) are the time dependent Fourier components that affect and animate the height field over 
time. What h(k,t) is and how we find out its form for each k involves a number of steps, first 
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starting with the calculation of a wind, and k dependent constant for every wavevector. This 
parameter is called the Phillips spectrum and is given by the following:

where k denotes the magnitude of k, A is a numerical constant and L=V2/g  is size of the largest 
wave, V is the wind speed and g is the gravitational constant. Note the last term in the Phillips 
spectrum uses the dot product of the wavevector with the wind (both are unit vectors) takes the 
magnitude and squares it. Thus the waves which are perpendicular to the wind to be cancelled out 
have a zero valued Phillips spectrum while vectors in the same direction will be fully maintained.  
One should also note that due to the magnitude squared term, even waves in the opposite direction 
to the wind are retained since Ph(k) is an even function of k.

With the Phillips spectrum calculated, the Fourier amplitudes can be calculated directly in the  
Fourier domain (in this case, the k space) in the following form:

where Zr and Zi are randomly generated gaussian numbers with mean = 0 and standard deviation = 
1. With the the Fourier height amplitudes calculated, h(k,t) for any particular wavevector can be 
calculated by the following expression:

At this point it is very important to understand the significance of why this particular form has been 
chosen. Recall from earlier in this section the assertion that for h(x,t) to be real, h*(k,t) = h(-k,t). By 
inserting the above definition of h(k,t) from equation (12) one finds that the condition is satisfied 
and this will guarantee that the eventual solution of h(x,t) will be real. In a physical sense, equation 
(12) represents a wave that propagates in a certain direction will have another wave propagating in 
the opposite direction, conceptually making sense of h(k,t).

Finally the terms of all the h(k,t) are summated over all k, thus yielding a real solution to the height 
field at a certain time t (Tessendorf 2001).

4.2 Choppiness

When calculating the height field of the statistical wave model, the outcome generates smooth 
waves with regularly rounded tops. It is observed, however, that waves under significant wind 
factors will produce “choppy” waves, meaning that the wave tips are sharper while the troughs are 
wider. In terms of the gradient, this implies that peaks will have greater gradients while the troughs 
have smaller gradients. According to Tessendorf (reference),  the Lie Transform technique 
(reference) extrapolated to two dimensions can be used to create choppy waves. This entails a shift 
by D on x = (x,z), while calculating the height field from the statistical model. By shifting the points 
in the x-z plane the desired effect can be brought about through the above mentioned 
transformation. The form of D(x,t) is as follows:
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Finally this D(x,t) can be used to shift x by some factor lambda as seen in equation (14). Note that 
the actual calculation for equation (13) is a variant of the height field and can hence may not need to  
be re-calculated once completing the computation of h(x,t). 
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Chapter 5

General Implementation

The ocean simulation program underwent many iterations to appropriately model the given 
problem. In the case of both the Gerstner and statistical wave model, they are mathematical 
descriptions of how the surface of a body of water will change over time and have been derived as 
approximate or realistic extensions to the Navier-Stokes equation. Hence the design followed that 
the ocean element would be abstracted as a grid of points displaced equally and evenly around the 
x-z axis. Each point will be displaced according to the chosen algorithm at every time frame. In 
theory the grid of points could be chosen arbitrarily. Having the Ocean class in place, it would 
require waves to act on it.  

The first implementation abstracted the type of waves, i.e the FFTWaves and GerstnerWaves 
classes. Since many such waves exist in any desired simulation, a “wave manager” class was 
formed to deal with the management of each specific wave type. For example, the GerstnerWaveSet 
class contained an std::vector of GerstnerWaves as well as all of the necessary member functions to 
mutate and return various attributes. A similar concept extends to FFTWaves and the FFTWaveSet 
class.

Hence, the overall pipeline encompassed the Ocean class which contained an instance of wave sets 
for each wave type, which in turn managed the wave calculations. These constructed wave 
managers would contain arrays of individual and most fundamental wave objects of their respective 
type (i.e GerstnerWaves or FFTWaves).
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Chapter 6

Implementation 1: The Gerstner Wave Model

The design of the Gerstner implementation was simply outlined the previous section and once 
implemented, did not require many further alterations due to its simplicity. As will be seen in the fft  
implementation, the mathematical properties of the statistical model is its ability to decompose a  
multitude of wave calculations into an optimised problem. The Gerstner wave model has no such 
property and the calculations from waves are required to be called at every grid point for every 
created wave in the waveset. 

The GerstnerWaveSet object is created with in the Ocean instance and initialized to contain an 
std::vector of sub units called GerstnerWaves. A single Gerstner wave is defined by and constructed 
with the parameters: amplitude, wavevector and phase. These three attributes impact the way the 
wave will contribute to the overall ocean. It is the functionality of the GerstnerWaveSet to create 
large numbers of individual Gerstner waves that will populate the std::vector of waves and create a 
diverse wave set. Since there is no specified way to create a wave set (unlike the fft model) the 
GerstnerWavSet uses randomness to create large numbers of unique wave vectors. Upon design, the 
randomness had to be controlled to some extent so that a user could attempt to customize the kind 
of ocean desired. More important to consider is the values of kA that could be potentially achieved. 
Recall from section 3.1, figure 1a) that in order to avoid creating self intersecting vertically looping 
waves, the dimensionless quantity had to be less than 1. Using this constraint, the random values 
has to be generated within desired ranges. The only completely random attribute in the 
GerstnerWaveSet would be the wavevector which used gaussian distribution of random draws to 
decide kx and kz.. Once this vector is normalised a unit vector is created with a random direction. 
The GerstnerWaveSet manages a range of values to choose from randomly. The Gerstner waves will 
be created by the wave set. A minimum and maximum wave magnitude, amplitude and phase are 
passed to create waves of a random yet controlled nature.

Each individual Gerstner wave has all the attributes required in order calculate its contribution to 
the ocean grid provided it is passed the specific points on the grid. Since this happens for every 
wave in the wave set, the GerstnerWaveSet is passed the the grid points sequentially, passing this 
data on to each of the GerstnerWaves, invokes them to return their displacement contribution to the 
the GerstnerWaveSet that sums all the components together and changes the current ocean grid 
position using the equations (3) and (4) from section 3.1.

Various other management tasks have been allocated to the GerstnerWaveSet class such as the 
removal and addition of new waves to the set as well as starting a new simulation. This 
functionality can filter down from the UI in order to give the user a great deal of control of 
spawning user defined waves. 

One thing to note is the efficiency side of the Gerstner implementation. By taking the above 
mentioned procedure to update the wave set, the result is effectively a brute force method. The 
Gerstner wave model has no special mathematical properties that can allow for faster summations to 
occur. This therefore creates a limitation on the number of waves that can be executed in a 
simulation. The statistical fft version described in the next section will reveal that due to the nature  
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of the mathematical problem, a very significant efficiency can be used to boost simulation speed to 
allow for the possibility of hundreds of thousands and even millions of waves.
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Chapter 7

Implementation 2: The Statistical Wave Model

7.1 Initial implementation : The Brute Force Method

The FFT implementation initially did not incorporate any usage of an FFT library. The FFT library 
would be used only as a means of speed gain and would make no difference to a simulation aside 
from efficiency. Instead, a brute force method was first used to ensure that the pipeline and 
mathematical calculations were accurate to the theory. This brute force method could also then be 
used as a cross reference when using the FFT method, resulting in the same numerical values. 
However, certain requirements were necessary to ensure that an FFT method would integrate at a 
later stage. One such consideration was to set up the ocean grid such that if the wavevectors were 
being generated from equation (7) then the ocean grid would be constructed such that the ocean grid 
is generated at the discrete points (nLx /N, mLz/M). This is due to the way the that the FFT method 
would eventually optimise the calculation of the grid points over time but is best to be initially set  
up from the offset. This configuration of the ocean grid will have no effect on the Gerstner 
implementation since the Gerstner calculation can in theory act on any set of points provided their  
original positions are known to the Gerstner implementation. More on the FFT library integration 
will be discussed later. Similar to the final Gerstner model, the brute force method iterates over 
every point on the ocean grid, calculating the sum of h(k,t)exp(ik.x) for the entire wave set.

7.2 Implementing the height field

As mentioned above, the statistical model of the wave ocean model are determined by the 
dimensions of the ocean grid. The only inputs required are the grid resolution and the grid length. 
This will determine a corresponding set of wavevectors given by equation (8). The FFTWaveSet 
object contained in ocean sets up the necessary wave set such that a std::vector array of FFTWaves 
are populated uniquely. Following the statistical model, it then follows that the unique wavevector 
for every FFTWave object can calculate its own Phillips spectrum and h0(k) in the Fourier space. 
Note that these quantities are independent from time and only need to be initialized on the object's  
construction. 
On the execution of a time update, the time dependent Fourier coefficients need to be worked out.  
This quantity is dependent on both h0(k) and h0*(-k) for every wave at any given time. This 
complication led to an interesting problem that for every wavevector, k with attribute h0(k), one 
needs to know about the corresponding “-k” and use it's h0*(-k) in order to calculate h(k,t) to then 
be summed over all k to work out h(x,t), the height at any given horizontal position x. The converse 
is also true for the -kth vector. A simple solution to this problem lies in considering the form of 
h(x,t) for both instances of k and -k. 

For +k , the h(x,t) expands to the following:

For -k, the following equation is obtained:
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Note that the gaussian random draws have the notation dependency on k or -k. This can be 
misleading without the explicit notation. Zr(k) and Zi(k) are the random numbers generated on 
construction with association to the kth wavevector. It follows that similarly Zr(-k) and Zi(-k) are 
the random numbers from the -kth wavevector. However, by omitting this notation, Zr and Zi have 
no indication to the wavevector they are associated to and may be open to misinterpretation. 

Note that the first term in equation (15) and the second term in equation (16) have only a 
dependency on +k. Similarly the second term in equation (15) and the first term in equation (16) 
only have a dependency on -k. For every time update, rather than trying to “find” the corresponding 
-k to each k, the following contributing terms can be returned to the FFTWaveSet from each 
wavevector:

When considering the contribution received by the -kth term (where ever in the array it may be), the 
following term is returned to the FFTWaveSet:

Since the commutative nature of the h(x,t) summation, the first term from (17) and the second term 
(18) would match up to form (19) written below. Similarly the remaining two terms will match up 
to create (20).

These are exactly equivalent to working out the h(x,t) contributions from k and -k. This is true for 
the sum over all k and results in the correct real values outputting for the height field once the entire 
summation is finished after every time step. 

7.3 Choppy Scale

The initial implementation calculates the scale of choppiness through an analogous method to the 
height field calculation. Inspecting the form of D(x,t), (the choppiness factor) for both k and -k 
yield the following observations: 

D(x,t) for k

D(x,t) for -k

from the above equations, the previous method used for summation over k would not directly work. 
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Notice that when trying to match corresponding terms to understand what each D(x,t) contribution 
needs to be returned to the FFTWaveSet, the coefficients of the first term in (21) and the last term 
(22) are -i and i respectively. The coefficients of the first term of equation (22) and the last term of 
(21) however are i and -i. The signs have switched and this added complication needs to be dealt 
with in order to ensure that D(x,t) is calculated correctly when sum over all k. The method adopted 
involved defining a boolean that split the grid in to two halves, one being k and the other being -k.

Although there is no such inherent distinction of k to -k since every wavevector has a negative 
wavevector, but in order to allow the program to know which combinations of the exponential terms 
to use, a method was created to segregate the wavevectors into “+k wavevectors” and “-k 
wavevectors”. Since the wave set is created evenly around the grid (see equation (8)) one can 
arbitrarily choose a certain axis to divide to wavevectors into the two categories. Each wavevector 
then stores the four complex exponential variations (arrays of complex numbers) written in the 
below expressions at every time frame

Combinations for +k

Combinations for -k

By inspecting the requirements of equation (21) and (22), if the wave is defined to be a “negative 
wavevector”, it sums expressions  (f) and (g) and returns this contribution to h(x,t). If the wave is a 
“positive wavevector” it sums the expressions (a) and (d). The final result of this computation yields 
a real number which scaling an overall direction vector for the ocean point to displace to.

7.4 Efficiency: Reimplementation of the FFTW library

The brute force method designed a means of creating the statistical model of ocean waves. The next 
step was to improve the efficiency of the program. In the brute force method, every point required 
to perform a summation of all the Fourier coefficients multiplied by an exponential based on the 
current ocean grid's spatial position. Since the set up required that there be an equal number of 
wavevectors to spatial points and in general, the ocean is designed as a square grid of evenly spaced 
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points, the ocean grid contains NxN points on the surface and the corresponding wavevectors also 
contains NxN wavevectors. This means that the overall calculation of iterating through every grid 
point and calculating every wave's  h(x,t) contribution ends up with an order of calculation of N4 

with the use of a double “for loop”. Hence the order of calculations as N increases becomes 
computationally very expensive. However, since the equation of h(x,t) can be interpreted in the 
form of a Fourier transformation, the Fast Fourier Transformation algorithm can be applied to speed 
up the order of calculations. The order of calculations for an analogous 1D problem of N2 is reduced 
to an order of (N ln(N)), see figure 2a). The FFT algorithm is most efficient when the ocean grid 
(and therefore) the wavevector set are exact powers of 2. The chosen library to perform the task of 
the FFT was the FFTW or “Fastest Fourier Transformation in the West”. In order to appropriately 
use the FFTW library, many elements of the brute force design needed to be modified.

Figure 2a) indicates the order of calculation of the implementation with and without FFT efficiency

equation(7) is a summation over k, where k is expressed in terms of n and m. Hence, equation (7) 
can be rewritten as a double summation over n and m. in terms of programming convenience, rather 
than use -N/2 <= n < N/2 and M/2<=m<M/2,  the application shifts these indices to two new 
variables. The double summation, new dummy variables and the corresponding wavevectors are 
indicated as follows:

By rewriting the double summation and manipulating the expression, the following compounded 
one dimensional expression can be used to interpret h(x,t) (Lantz 2013):
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Note that the extraction of the -1^x and -1^z  from the exponent terms brings the expression in the 
form of an fft that the FFTW library can use. Given that x and z are always integers and are required 
by the FFT process to be in powers of 2, these terms will yield +1 or -1 (Bale 2010). 

From equation (26) the input of data for the compounded one dimensional Fourier transformations 
are the Fourier coefficients h(n',m',t). This is the equivalent to h(k,t) from the original height field 
equation (7). The equations in terms of n' and m' also reflect in the code. All the data arrays were 
co-migrated to exist within the Ocean class for initial simplicity. The Ocean class contains arrays of 
n' and m', the wavevectors k(n', m'), the phillips spectrum and all other necessary arrays. The arrays 
were created as two dimensional std::vectors of specific types (e.g. std::vector of std::vector<float> 
was used to create the 2D data array for storing all calculated phillips spectral data). In this way, 
access to all attributes and specific indices n' and m' such that phillips_spectrum_Array[2][4] would 
access the Phillips spectrum corresponding to n' = 2 and m' = 4. In this way all the necessary data 
was reformatted into 2D arrays rather than the one dimensional unpacked vector from the original 
brute force method. With the redesigned data structures in place, a similar brute force 
implementation was remade in order to make sure that the new calculations correctly replicated the 
ocean simulation before the last stage of optimization through the FFTW library. 

The final stage involves the pipeline between the program inputs and the FFTW library to 
ultimately give the output. An understanding of the compounded one dimensional representation 
shows that the initial input is an array of the Fourier components, h(n',m',t). Recovering this was not 
as easily achieved as when using the brute force method. The Fourier coefficients needed to be 
specifically identified for all wavevectors. This problem is easily overcome when considering the 
periodicity of the problem for any k represented by n' and m', its corresponding -k can be found by 
the following procedure. Taking n' and m', and negate them. This will alter the range which n' and 
m' should be in. Due to the periodicity of the problem, an equivalent -k can be found by adding N 
(the size of the grid) to each component -m' and -n' and take the modulo of this number with N and 
the -k value has been retrieved for any k in terms of the index m and n.

Rather than performing a compounded set of 1D Fourier transformations the final implementation 
uses the functionality inbuilt to FFTW to perform a 2D inverse discrete Fourier Transformation on 
all the Fourier components such that the input array of Fourier coefficients in the Fourier space are 
transformed to the corresponding height field output array in the time domain for all discrete points 
on the x-z plane. 

Although the calculation for the choppiness is nearly identical to the method in order to create the 
height field, the output erroneously produced purely complex numbers. This is possibly due to 
various complexities that may arise when considering the possible scenarios that the wavevector 
may be under. The incorrect version of the choppiness created when using the complex terms leads 
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to (as expected) a convergence and divergence of grid points around the origin. 

From a design perspective, the Ocean class containing numerous arrays of the necessary FFT 
attributes is not a desired choice. These arrays could be representative of class member data of a 
fundamental FFTWave unit, as originally desired. The FFTWaveSet would then manage the array of 
FFTWaves, as originally planned. However, with the code working successfully within the Ocean 
class, later development could easily allow the migration of the data into better abstracted and 
incapsulated classes, allowing the ocean class to become as minimal as possible. 
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Chapter 8

Application and Results

The project has successfully created two ocean models based on the Gerstner and Statistical wave 
implementation. From an animation simulation perspective both versions create outputs that could,  
if rendered appropriately, be visually understood and applied into a film or game context. This 
application has mainly focused on the way the surface representation of an ocean would evolve in 
time. In this regard, the project has achieved the goals that it originally set out to.   

Figure 3a) Showing a typical Gerstner Wave Model             Figure 3b) showing a typical fft simulation of 

Figures 3a) and 3b) show two typical outputs of the ocean simulation. Even in the absence of a 
realistic shader it is possible to understand the structures to be that of an ocean surface. When 
animating at real time speeds, the application also outputs correct wave motions. Where applicable  
in the wind generated statistical model, the ocean is dominated by waves of the orientation parallel  
to the wind direction vector. The FFT model can run a 128x128 resolution ocean at real time on a 
2.66GHz Intel Core Duo processor with 4GB memory.. The simulation can begin to slow down 
from real above this size grid size but can still output the program with a slight time overhead at 
resolutions of 256x256, 512x512. The simulation can even run for 1024x1024 (i.e. over a million 
waves and grid positions) with out crashing the program. Putting this in to context, feature films 
such as Titanic and Waterworld used grid sizes of 2048x2048 to create the ocean scenes. On a better 
processor, it is possible that larger grid sizes may still yield realtime results 

Figure 3c) and 3d) below show the ocean simulation from a horizon perspective.

Although the statistical model has proven to be a more realistic model of ocean simulation, the 
problem is entirely specified by certain fixed parameters, i.e. the grid resolution, grid length and 
wind. One benefit that has arisen from the Gerstner wave implementation is that the waves 
produced can be much less constrained and therefore much more customizable. Using the provided 
UI, a user can easily create one dominant wave that will serve as the main wave direction. Upon 
this, smaller user defined waves can be produced, thus keeping the main wave direction fixed but 
then super-positioning many smaller waves that generate randomness in the application. No such 
“per wave” functionality exists for the fft representation. One can only change the wind parameter, 
the grid resolution parameter. Both have unique styles that may be appropriate for a certain purpose.
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Figure 3c) Shows a Gerstner wave simulation with 90 waves causing perturbations on the ocean surface

Figure 3d) showing an FFT optimised 256x256 simulation under certain wind conditions
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Figure 3e) (above) and 3f) (below) showing the fft-ocean with over a million waves and grid points
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Chapter 9

Conclusion

9.1 Summary

The thesis thus far has reviewed methods of ocean simulation. Categorising the main methods, the 
theory of Gerstner and statistical wave models were reviewed in detail in order recreate a realistic 
model. Having proceeded with attempting to implement these ideas, the following outcomes were 
achieved:

• A real time ocean simulation of Gerstner waves with the ability to independently customise 
and create waves of a desired type animating in a realistic plausible way.

• A real time ocean simulation using the statistical wave model optimised using the FFTW 
library with the ability to run a realistic ocean simulation with up to 256x256 resolution at 
real time and 1024x1024 with slightly delayed frame rates.

• Integrated a UI that makes full use of the functionality available to both simulations 
allowing the user to test each wave model acting under varying conditions. 

9.2 Known bugs and issues

Although the project has yielded largely positive results, certain details have remained unsolved so 
far. The creation of choppy waves would be a primary bug to fix. This is an essential part of 
creating a visually appealing sea that has a greater realism. The limitations of the program have also 
been discussed. Currently, a 1024x1024 resolution grid is the maximum that the application can 
output before slowing down greatly. A GPU implementation could greatly speed this processing 
time up by parallel programming paradigms, thus allowing the system resources to be used in better 
managing 

9.3 Further Work

The project has provided a basis for a large potential of further work. 

The code design is an aspect of the project which has been open to improvement. The fft 
implementation has been integrated in to the Ocean class causing the Ocean class to have too much 
functionality, with ideas of abstraction being neglected. The code design may not give any 
improvements on speed but will greatly improve the maintainability and extensibility of the ocean 
simulation should any other developments can be made. Better coding abstractions can also lead to 
easier portability. In this way, plug ins can be made to interface with other 3D softwares such as 
Maya, Houdini or SoftImage. The application a stand alone program would be put to much better 
use if it allowed some pipelining to other commercially used 3D packages.
 
A number of extensions could be made in terms of the simulation's functionality. A Buoy or Boat 
class could be made in order to better simulate their motion in a body of water. From this many 
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other possible ideas could be developed such as splashes where objects interact with the water, 
ripples and ocean wakes. A more challenging problem to tackle would be to simulate non-linear 
breaking (or crashing) waves in the sea or near a shore line. Even the physical phenomena of ocean 
tsunamis could be an area of development to be integrated.

Another obvious area of improvement lies in the development of an ocean shader that could 
potentially bring a photorealistic edge to the application. Although some positives were formed 
from the results of the project, very little time was left to spend on the rendering aspect. Various 
academic papers such as Simulating Ocean Waves (Tessendorf 2001), and … have been dedicated to 
the aspect of photorealistic or realtime ocean rendering. The use of GLSL shaders for the overall 
visual could be the means used to develop such shaders.

The current ocean simulation has been developed to purely compute on the CPU. This leaves a 
foundation for various computationally expensive when performed sequentially to be processed in 
parallel on the GPU. The equivalent application written in OpenCL or CUDA could boost the 
simulation's efficiency to greater proportions, allowing for more detail or further functionality at  
faster run times, or even real time. 

A final potential improvement lies in the portability of the code. The simulation as a standalone 
application, whilst good for running simulations, still lacks the ability to be of use to other software. 
For example, the application can be ported as a Maya, Houdini or SoftImage plug in. Such a feature 
could then be used in scenes for commercial use in studios to facilitate creative story telling ar 
visual effects in industry.
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